Resources Sharing During Aug. 13th
Immigration Training
Immigration Counseling Services
For more than 35 years, ICS has been dedicated to improving the lives of Oregon’s immigrant
communities by providing affordable immigration legal services and free informational forums.
More recently, our mission has expanded to include work with unaccompanied children and
survivors of human trafficking.
Phone: 503-221-1689
Website: http://ics-law.org/

Coalition for Humane Immigrant Rights - CHIRLA - Know Your Rights Videos
1. Official CHIRLA Know your rights video (9 min): https://youtu.be/5_Z_Z5tSsUs
2. CHIRLA’s second Know Your Rights film; "America; I Too", starring Academy Award nominee
Barkhad Abdi. Closed captioning available in Spanish, Korean, and simple Chinese. (20 min)
https://youtu.be/GA1AY5-ZIOw

The ACLU of Oregon Mobile Justice smartphone app was created to empower
individuals to hold Oregon law enforcement agencies accountable for their actions. The
updated app records both audio and video and also now saves a copy of the video to your
device. Learn more at https://aclu-or.org/MobileJustice. The free app has four main features:





KNOW YOUR RIGHTS - provides an overview of your rights in Oregon when
encountering law enforcement.
RECORD - allows individuals to capture exchanges between police officers and
themselves or other community members in video files that are automatically emailed
to the ACLU of Oregon.
WITNESS - gives individuals the option to alert nearby Mobile Justice App users when
they are stopped by police in order to witness and document the interaction.
REPORT - gives individuals the option to provide a more-detailed account of their
interactions with police in an incident report, which will be transmitted directly to the
ACLU of Oregon.

Make an Emergency Family Plan
Visit the AFSC website https://www.afsc.org/resource/immigration-know-your-rights-resources
and click on the link for: Information and Emergency Plan Packet / Paquete de información y
plan de emergencia to view a template.

“Snackman” video referenced in Bystander Training
Shows a great example of someone discreetly de-escalating a situation on a NYC Subway:
https://youtu.be/Erlw-ODVZxU

Event this upcoming weekend shared by Kathy Allegri:

